
Storage Training Week 2

Morning Computer Procedures

Trainee: Start Date:

Look up unit numbers notated on daily activity sheet from Daily walkthrough into Sitelink
The why: We must do a walkthrough daily to catch any units that might have moved out. Since we don’t require a
move out notice. Also, to make sure we don’t accidentally run a customer’s credit card for payment when they
have moved out and then have to refund their card. 

How to determine a unit is a move out. 
Unit is empty with no lock. 

If a unit has no lock and has items left behind:
Contact the customer before moving out or moving items. We need confirmation from the customer and an
abandonment form signed before we can throw away or move any items. Any items left behind need a
picture taken and sent to your District manager. Use of the abandonment section on the Authorization and
release form is only authorized by a District manager. We cannot give a post dated abandonment form on
any move in for any customer. 

Check gate activity for last time the unit was accessed
Check Sitelink account for when it was moved in and when it’s paid through to. 
Check unit notes if they gave us a verbal move out notice. 

Don’t move a unit out until you know for sure and have confirmation. 
Possible Scenarios of move out situations 

Scenario 1: The customer will call or contact us to let us know they have moved out. We checked the unit before
moving it out for confirmation. There is still a lock on the unit.      

Solution: 
Inform the customer immediately that we cannot move out the unit until the lock and all items have been
removed. Once the customer comes to remove the lock and items, we can then move them out. If the
card was ran prior, then we cannot refund that amount because we have provided our service and move
out criteria hadn’t been met per our TSSA Rental Agreement. In special circumstances, get with DM if
customer is not happy.

Scenario 2: Stuff left behind in the unit with no lock 
Solutions:

Contact the customer to see if they are done with the unit, if they don’t answer, take a picture of what’s
left in the unit then and send to your DM. (Take a picture with the unit number visible.) Call your DM for
further instruction. 
If the customer answers, let them know the unit must be emptied to be moved out. We can’t do so until
they have everything out.
If the customer is done and doesn’t want anything in the unit, have them sign an AB form after consulting
with your DM.

Unit move out processes 
Verify that the unit you have marked and confirmed move out on is the highlighted unit at the move out screen.
Sitelink Move out process: See Training Video on Gargoyle training hub
Move out process after verification

Units during walkthrough

*If you're unsure if it’s a move out, contact the customer before moving them out. 

Pull all paperwork from filing cabinet for the correct unit
Pull up account using the payment screen
Verify it is the correct unit and information
Go to top right shortcut drop down and click move out
Press yes on move out confirmation
Hit no on address change screen that pops up
If the unit came due on the day of move, click no to pop up for take payment for remaining balance
click mark remaining balance as bad debt
Yes to move out receipt pop up box for print out
Yes to ledger/notes pop up for print out
Gather printed paperwork from printer
Mark length of stay using the tenant’s ledger for tracking purposes
Pull up goal tracker and mark move out on the correct date, length of stay, reason for move out, and type of move
out (storage, open parking, rv, shop)
Staple all paperwork together for the unit and File away in move out cabinet (If full place in correctly marked box for
that fiscal year’s move outs)
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